This extraordinary book is an adventure into the creative minds of children. It
is the brainchild of two talented photographers, Anthony Asael and Stéphanie
Rabemiafara, who presented the idea of offering children in all 192 United Nations
Member countries the chance to express themselves through art.
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UNICEF is a proud supporter of the project, called Art in All of Us, which also
has the global backing of hundreds of volunteers, organizations and corporations.
In four years and 620,000 kilometers, Asael and Rabemiafara visited 310 primary
schools and helped spur the creation of 25,000 artworks all done by children – of
different cultures, religion and geographical background. The book displays some
of these along with a snapshot of the 160,000 photographs provided by Asael and
Rabemiafara.
The result is a colorful ensemble of creative pieces from around the world – from
Belgium to Benin - that reflect the uniqueness of each background yet also the
similarities that run through childhood. As one student in Syria noted after looking
at some of the other artwork, “there is no difference between us and the children
from other countries.”

Supported by UNICEF

The release of the book comes in 2009, the year the world marks the 20th Anniversary
of the Convention of the Rights of the Child. Art in All of US has provided thousands
of children the opportunity to express themselves – using the universal language
of art. This book showcases photography and art as a vehicle to promote respect,
tolerance and peace and build a better world for children and their families.

Ann M. Veneman
Executive Director, UNICEF
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Introduction

I

met Anthony Asael and Stéphanie Rabemiafara
four years ago in Chile. When they told me
about the project, its objectives, and the
material that they wanted to compile, I thought it was a
fantastic initiative that should be carried out. The idea of
being able to create art with children from each of the 192
United Nations member countries immediately appealed
to me because it is completely in line with my convictions.
This is why, as the director of Fundación América, I have
decided to support them, sponsoring their project with
our work and expertise in the design of art books. Every
day I am more certain that art is one of the best ways –or
excuses– to bring people all over the world closer together
and break down barriers of prejudice, geographic distance,
or culture. And showing that all of us are
equal through artwork done by children is
even better. UNICEF also appreciated this
concept and supported the project with
their partnership from the beginning.
The passion and enthusiasm of these two
young people brought me to trust in their
sincerity and in their capacity to follow
through with this immense task. They were
not two hippies looking for an excuse to travel, but rather
professionals with a solid project and a well-designed plan,
looking to provide a window of expression for children
around the world. It is not common these days, when
individualism dominates, to find people like them: willing
to suspend their careers and personal lives, for four years,
to reach a higher goal – a simple, yet original and very
powerful one. Now I see that I did not make a mistake;
they were only delayed one month from their initial
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schedule, and the result far exceeded my expectations,
which were high from the beginning.
Anthony and Stéphanie have now reached the end of a
long tour, returning with an invaluable treasure trove of
photos, drawings and poems created by the children of
the world. They made important personal sacrifices for
this adventure, without ever knowing if they could reach
their lofty goal. From all their travels, from all the places
they have seen, the people they have met, the smiles they
have received, they have thousands of amazing memories
–no single one the same. Their journey has molded who
they are today, and will without question, shape the rest
of their lives.
The beginning was not easy. They resigned
from their regular jobs, and after sending
more than 600 letters to businesses in an
effort to secure funding and contacting
editorial houses and the press where they
lived, they were met with the discouraging
and almost unanimous response: “Come
back in four years, when the project is ready.”
Fortunately, Anthony and Stephanie are not
the types to be easily dissuaded –no obstacle would let
them give up their dream. They met each challenge with
patience and a resolve to succeed.
In their travels, the photographers have met more than
18,000 children, taken close to 160,000 photographs and
collected close to 25,000 works of art, both drawings and
poems. They used a similar methodology in each workshop,
which included a presentation about the project, followed
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by a session about composing and creating photographs.
Then they held a dynamic brainstorming session so that
the children could internalize and understand the notions
of culture and cultural identity. They had drawing and
writing workshops and interactive geography games,
using photos taken in other countries of children just like
them. AiA chose to target children from eight to twelve
years old, the ages at which Anthony and Stéphanie had
found that innocence and creativity is still expressed in a
free and spontaneous way.
Every once in a while, Anthony and Stéphanie would stop
in Chile to work on the mock-up of the book, and they
would tell me some anecdotes from the trip. That is how
I learned of many of their achievements: they started
with a daily budget of 10 US dollars per person to cover
all costs. With such shortfalls, they still managed to get
to every country they had set their sights on, meeting
children in both urban and rural areas, and never allowing
closed borders or dangerous zones to limit their reach. It
took two and a half years to get permission to enter North
Korea, but they persisted until they were able to meet with
a school of children and work with them as they had with
thousands of other children around the world. AiA was
the first foreign art project in this closed country.
Pursuing such a lofty dream, as Anthony and Stephanie have
learnt, has come with it’s own set of unique complications.
They have traveled through regions recently devastated by
earthquakes, floods, wars, rebellions, attacks, and military
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coups. They traveled in different types of violent and
threatening environments, and escaped shipwrecks and
muggings by a matter of minutes. Anthony even spent a
short amount of time in a Jordanian jail, but not by any
fault of his own.
Although the list of anecdotes creates a great adventure
story, perhaps to be told in another book, Anthony and
Stephanie’s lives were put at risk by traveling while
traveling across so many borders. Just as an example:
they were hospitalized twice; once very seriously. Anthony
got peritonitis during one of his stays in Santiago. All
of these shortfalls have only made them work harder at
completing their goal, and impacting as many individuals
as they can.

supported by in more than 90 countries. UNICEF staff
helped AiA coordinate workshops, arrange visas, obtain
authorization from ministries of education, find out about
security and precautionary measures in order to travel
through areas of unrest, and much more. This cooperation
was critical for the success of the project. Moreover, AiA
formed a network of hundreds of volunteers, made up as
much by individuals as by organizations and businesses,
whose generosity, trust and enthusiasm also allowed them
to complete their journey.

After making the first steps and building on their dream,
they realized that in order for AiA to be a success, a huge
amount of organization and logistical planning had
to be put in place. They had to constantly consider the
coordination of thousands of minute practical details,
and all at a very low cost. They scheduled each workshop
from a distance, three to eight months in advance. They
organized itineraries, contacted translators, got vaccines,
secured transportation and food, kept a massive amount of
information, and successfully sent hundreds of drawings
and poems from one corner of the earth to another.

In one of their last trips to Chile, Anthony and Stéphanie
told me a story that well represents the mixture of
adventure, magic and luck which has enveloped the
long trip and made this book possible. They wanted
to visit Nauru, a small Pacific island with only 10,000
inhabitants, which does not have its own port or airline,
potable water, electricity 24 hours a day, or a regular
supply of fuel. When checking in for the trip, they were
informed that the return flight was canceled for an
indefinite period of time. They had three options: to not
travel, to go without knowing when they would be able to
come back, and to go and return on the same airplane,
on the next morning’s flight. They took the third option
at the risk of not being able to have the workshop, or –
even worse – missing the flight and not knowing when
or how they would be able to return.

This project could not have been completed without the
help of UNICEF, who they collaborated with and were

They landed on the island at 4:00 p.m., but all the schools
had finished for the day at 1:30 p.m. They only knew the

name of the school and that the teacher’s name was
Joanie. Like all foreigners who arrive in Nauru, Anthony
and Stéphanie had to leave their passports with the head
of immigration. According to local law, they could only get
their passports back two days later. However, given that
they would leave in a few hours, they negotiated to get
their passports directly from the Minister of the Interior.
They did not find taxis when they left the airport. Since there
is no fuel on the island, the only cars are those belonging to
the 12 official ministers. So they started asking pedestrians
if they knew the teacher, and they were successful on the
third try! The passer-by turned out to be the teacher’s uncle
and also worked in the Ministry of Education. Therefore,
they asked the minister to use his car to go to Joanie’s
house. They reached the teacher and told her about the
schedule and their rapid departure, in less than 14 hours.
It was already 4:30 p.m. and, as if it were the most natural
thing in the world, the teacher suggested that they gather
the students together and have the workshop that very
night. They covered the entire island in the minister’s pickup truck, picking up all the children, whose parents gave
them permission without any problems.
Since they had arrived at the school very late, they had
to ask the Minister of Energy to provide electric lights
for the three or four hours of workshops. The activities
with the children were a success and the workshops took
place in a room full of smiles, joy, energy and curiosity.
The children, the teacher, and Anthony and Stéphanie left
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Map of the pages
the school at one in the morning. They went more than 20
hours without sleep and had eaten very little; they were
exhausted, but the children could have continued until
dawn. When they dropped off the last child at his house,
in the complete darkness of the streets, they remembered
that they had to recover their passports. They left for the
Minister of the Interior’s house. It was two in the morning.
The minister came to the door in pajamas, with sleepy
eyes, and gave them their stamped passports. There were
three hours left for them to sleep before catching the
return flight, and they had fulfilled their mission. I am
sure that Anthony and Stéphanie will always remember,
with special affection, their adventure in Nauru and the
works of art created by those children.
The book that you have in your hands contains some of
the magic of Nauru, and the beauty created when children
are given the chance to express themselves. It is a book
made by the dreams and realities of the children of the
world, but it is also a product of Anthony and Stéphanie’s
tireless dedication and ceaseless ambition. They put every
effort into each detail, from the first to the last workshop,
and from the initial concept of the book design to the final
result. They financed the project with their own funds,
donations from organizations and individuals, by selling
photos and with grants from foundations. And they got
many people excited about the project along the way.
Through all of this support, this book was born.
They finally arrived at the Fundación América (America
Foundation) office with 25,000 drawings and poems.
With all of the amazing pictures and poems they had
acquired from the children they had met, they then had to
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undertake the enormous task of choosing only one photo,
one drawing and one poem to present each country.
The number of pages was very limiting, but it was also an
important exercise to define the purpose of this book. In
the era of the digital world and remote access to massive
quantities of information and images, it did not make
sense to try to make an encyclopedia, an exhaustive and
detailed representation of each country. Therefore, they
made the judicious decision to designate two pages to
present each of the 192 countries recognized by the United
Nations through the creativity and words of children. In
other words, there is a child’s drawing and poem, as well
as a photo per page of one or a few children from each
country. They also included some reference information,
such as the number of inhabitants and a map. But they
left a prominent place to faithfully reflect the way the
children expressed themselves, with poems written in
their handwriting and letters in their native language and
drawings that respect the colors, strokes and materials
with which they were created.
The result is a book filled with the spirit of the children of
the world.

Roberto Edwards
Director
Fundación América

English translation

Country’s official name
Continent
Statistics

City and year
of our visit

Photographer

Children of the country

Geographical location

Name and age of the child
who made the drawing

Poem in its
original version
Drawing made by a local child

Name and age of the child
who wrote the poem
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Afghanistan • Asia
Albania • Europe
Algeria • Africa
Andorra • Europe
Angola • Africa
Antigua & Barbuda • Central America
Argentina • South America
Armenia• Asia
Australia • Oceania
Austria • Europe
Azerbaijan• Asia
Bahamas • Central America
Bahrain • Asia (Middle East)
Bangladesh• Asia
Barbados • Central America
Belarus • Europe
Belgium • Europe
Belize • Central America
Benin • Africa
Bhutan • Asia
Bolivia • South America
Bosnia & Herzegovina • Europe
Botswana • Africa
Brazil • South America
Brunei • Asia
Bulgaria • Europe
Burkina Faso • Africa
Burundi • Africa
Cambodia • Asia
Cameroon • Africa
Canada • North America
Cape Verde • Africa
Central African Republic • Africa
Chad • Africa
Chile • South America
China • Asia
Colombia • South America
Comoros • Africa
Congo (Democratic Republic) • Africa
Congo (Republic) • Africa
Costa Rica • Central America
Cote d’Ivoire • Africa
Croatia • Europe
Cuba • Central America
Cyprus • Europe
Czech Republic • Europe
Denmark • Europe
Djibouti • Africa
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Dominica • Central America
Dominican Republic • Central America
Ecuador • South America
Egypt • Africa
El Salvador • Central America
Equatorial Guinea • Africa
Eritrea • Africa
Estonia • Europe
Ethiopia • Africa
Fiji • Oceania
Finland • Europe
France • Europe
Gabon • Africa
Gambia • Africa
Georgia • Asia
Germany • Europe
Ghana • Africa
Greece • Europe
Grenada • Central America
Guatemala • Central America
Guinea • Africa
Guinea Bissau • Africa
Guyana • South America
Haiti • Central America
Honduras • Central America
Hungary • Europe
Iceland • Europe
India • Asia
Indonesia • Asia
Iran • Asia
Iraq • Asia (Middle East)
Ireland • Europe
Israel • Asia (Middle East)
Italy • Europe
Jamaica • Central America
Japan • Asia
Jordan • Asia (Middle East)
Kazakhstan • Asia
Kenya • Africa
Kiribati • Oceania
Korea (South) • Asia
Korea, North (DPRK) • Asia
Kuwait • Asia (Middle East)
Kyrgyzstan • Asia
Laos • Asia
Latvia • Europe
Lebanon • Asia (Middle East)
Lesotho • Africa
Liberia • Africa
Libya • Africa
Liechtenstein • Europe
Lithuania • Europe
Luxembourg • Europe
Macedonia (FYROM) • Europe
Madagascar • Africa

Malawi • Africa
Malaysia • Asia
Maldives • Asia
Mali • Africa
Malta • Europe
Marshall Islands • Oceania
Mauritania • Africa
Mauritius • Africa
Mexico • North America
Micronesia • Oceania
Moldova • Europe
Monaco • Europe
Mongolia • Asia
Montenegro • Europe
Morocco • Africa
Mozambique • Africa
Myanmar • Asia
Namibia • Africa
Nauru • Oceania
Nepal • Asia
Netherlands • Europe
New Zealand • Oceania
Nicaragua • Central America
Niger • Africa
Nigeria • Africa
Norway • Europe
Oman • Asia (Middle East)
Pakistan • Asia
Palau • Oceania
Panama • Central America
Papua New Guinea • Oceania
Paraguay • South America
Peru • South America
Philippines • Asia
Poland • Europe
Portugal • Europe
Qatar • Asia (Middle East)
Romania • Europe
Russia • Eurasia
Rwanda • Africa
Saint Kitts & Nevis • Central America
Saint Lucia • Central America
Saint Vincent & the Grenadines • Central America
Samoa • Oceania
San Marino • Europe
Sao Tome & Principe • Africa
Saudi Arabia • Asia (Middle East)
Senegal • Africa
Serbia • Europe
Seychelles • Africa
Sierra Leone • Africa
Singapore • Asia
Slovakia • Europe
Slovenia • Europe
Solomon Islands • Oceania

Somalia • Africa
South Africa • Africa
Spain • Europe
Sri Lanka • Asia
Sudan • Africa
Suriname • South America
Swaziland • Africa
Sweden • Europe
Switzerland • Europe
Syria • Asia (Middle East)
Tajikistan • Asia
Tanzania• Africa
Thailand • Asia
Timor-Leste • Asia
Togo • Africa
Tonga • Oceania
Trinidad & Tobago • Central America
Tunisia • Africa
Turkey • Eurasia
Turkmenistan • Asia
Tuvalu • Oceania
Uganda • Africa
Ukraine • Europe
United Arab Emirates • Asia (Middle East)
United Kingdom • Europe
United States of America • North America
Uruguay • South America
Uzbekistan • Asia
Vanuatu • Oceania
Venezuela • South America
Vietnam • Asia
Yemen • Asia (Middle East)
Zambia • Africa
Zimbabwe • Africa

Artists........................
Thank you...................

398
405

Our volunteers
Our translators
Our hosts
Our donors
Our local partners
Our global partners
Our board of directors
Our board of advisers
Our corporate sponsors and
foundation
Fundación América

Art in All of Us...........
Biography...................
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The world seen through the eyes and the rhymes of the children
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